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Because irreversible damage to the cystic
fibrosis (CF) lung is already observed in
infancy, a need has arisen to assess and
monitor lung function early in life. Infant
lung function testing (ILFT) is non-invasive,
does not require radiation or anaesthesia
and can be repeated frequently; therefore,
development, standardisation and valid-
ation of techniques, protocols and equip-
ment have received priority. Thanks to the
hard work of many researchers across the
globe during the last few decades, we are
now able to study and compare develop-
ment of lung function in the youngest
during health and disease.1Through

standardisation, and the use of appropriate
reference populations, we can now collate
data from different centres to find reliable
answers to basic questions on developmen-
tal physiology1 2 and to study lung function
growth in chronic lung disease.3–5

The study by Nguyen et al6 illustrates the
value of such collaboration. Rather than
competing with one another, the 6 CF
centres of The London CF Collaboration
(LCFC) shared protocols for treatment and
follow-up. As a result, a relatively large
group of infants with CF treated, diagnosed
through NewBorn Screening (NBS) accord-
ing to a standardised regimen could be ana-
lysed in relatively short period of time.
ILFTwas assessed in one specialised centre
with sufficient experience and capacity to
carry out longitudinal ILFT measurements.
Moreover, healthy controls of about the
same age were measured as well, serving as
an adequate control group.

Lung function was below average at
3 months of age but remained stable or
improved in NBS CF infants during the
first year of life, and deficits at 1 year
were considerably smaller than observed
one decade earlier in either screened or
clinically diagnosed infants, possibly sug-
gesting that current treatment is more
effective in preventing early loss of lung
function.

Though the authors state that the study
provides ‘evidence regarding the natural
changes that can occur over time…’, this
study does not really reflect the natural
course of the disease: these patients
received treatment according to guidelines
and local protocols including flucloxacillin
prophylaxis and received intensified treat-
ment when considered necessary by their
physicians based on the clinical presenta-
tion, or—presumably—based on the ILFT
results. Nevertheless, consortia like this
collating ILFT data are indispensable
when evaluating symptomatic treatment
such as mucolytics, antibiotics or even
smart nebulisers.1 7

Especially when international trials can
be conducted through consortia we will
be able to make much more progress in
this world of CF, in which there is so little
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time to waste. Similar studies conducted
in Australia, however, yielded quite differ-
ent results. Based on the AREST-CF
data,8 9 it appeared that initial lung func-
tion in NBS CF infants was normal or
nearly normal, followed by a subsequent
decline in the first year of life. What
could have caused such differences? Well,
obviously many confounders may play a
role that cannot be controlled for, such as
altitude and climate, exposures to air pol-
lution and parental smoking, adherence to
treatment, type of antibiotic prophylaxis
if any, first contact with Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, in addition to technical differ-
ences such as pressures applied, hardware
and software, and measurement protocols.
Also, genotypes may explain these differ-
ences but genotype distribution seemed
similar in the LCFC and the AREST CF
cohorts: 61% of the LCFC cohort was
homozygous dF508 compared with 50%
and 62% in the 2008 and 2011 Australian
cohorts (Thanh Diem Nguyen, personal
communication). So a good explanation
for the differences in results from the two
populations remains lacking.

Based on the LCFC data, the authors
concluded that about 85 unselected
newborn screened infants/arm are
required for intervention trials to have
sufficient power to detect the relatively
small differences that can be expected in
such trials. Moreover, if ‘higher risk’—
infants with diminished ILFT at 3 months
of age—were to be included selectively,
larger differences may be detectable with
smaller numbers.6 However, is that really
the case? It is also possible that dimin-
ished ILFT at 3 months of age simply
reflects biology, or early irreversible loss
of airway function, leaving little room for
improvement. And, furthermore: should
we only focus on lung function as an end
point? Clearly, lung function is a predictor
of long-term prognosis, but there are also
other pulmonary end points and even
other target organs to consider in this sys-
temic disease. And especially when we
enter the era of cystic fibrosis transmem-
brane regulator (CFTR) modulators, other
end points will have to be taken into
account because they may be even more
relevant or sensitive than lung function.

Lung imaging, especially using CTscans,
is not only a suitable tool to assess lung
growth10 or parenchymal dimensions,11

but is also an increasingly popular end
point to monitor CF lung disease.12–14

Indeed, the same London CF consortium
also studied the added value of CTscans in
monitoring early CF lung disease.15 And
while Australian researchers concluded
that chest CT scans provide relevant and

sensitive additional information about
early CF lung damage, the LCFC group
found only mild structural changes and
concluded that chest CT was of question-
able value, also because of large interobser-
ver and intraobserver agreements.15

However, that conclusion may be prema-
ture. Before it is concluded that CT scans
have no role in monitoring early CF lung
disease, efforts should be made to optimise
the quality and sensitivity of scoring
systems. Possibly, a modified and validated
Brody II scoring system may help us16

where other scoring systems do not.
But at the same time, we should also

think about additional end points that are
reliable, acceptable, sensitive and feasible
enough for future multicentre CFTR
modulator trials. We know that lung func-
tion is poorly correlated to the sweat
test17 and improvement of the sweat test
is only correlated with CFTR function
below 40% of normal activity.18 Of the
two tests that assess CFTR function in
vivo, measuring nasal potential differences
is technically difficult, requires good
patient cooperation and may be insensi-
tive to small changes in CFTR function.
Therefore, measuring intestinal current
measurements may be the best candidate
for this purpose,19 but such measurements
are somewhat invasive, not patient-
friendly and time-consuming.
With the new classes of therapeutic

compounds, it may be wise to also widen
the scope and look at the function of the
immune system. Innate immunity is
affected by CF,20 21 and CFTR modula-
tors may improve or normalise innate
immunity. If this is the case, they may
improve the number of exacerbations,
affect the changes of the respiratory
microbiome and long-term prognosis. So
monitoring innate immunity might be an
end point at least as important as moni-
toring structure and function of the lung.
Hence, with the novel CFTR modula-

tor drugs underway, we should not only
improve sensitivity and quality of end
points but also seriously consider which
additional end points should be developed
and added to the clinical trials, next to
the traditional (I)LFT. However, in the
large majority of CF infants, administra-
tion of CFTR modulators will not be a
part of the daily routine for the next
5 years or so and therefore, ILFT will
remain a cornerstone outcome measure,
preferably measured in well-organised
consortia that are able to deliver high-
quality data based on large groups of
infants with CF.
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